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Abstract
This paper explores the use of Pan as the medium for an intense mystical experience in “The Piper at the Gates of Dawn”, and how this mystical passage fits in with the rest of *The Wind in the Willows*. The author also explores possible influences on Grahame from writers of the nineteenth century who had mystical emphases in their books. The “Piper” is one of the most beautiful passages of natural mysticism in twentieth-century literature, but one rarely discussed: the author hopes this paper will begin to fill this critical gap.
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While many if not most of the great writers for children have clearly shown the influence of other children’s authors on their writings, Kenneth Grahame seems to be an exception. While C.S. Lewis openly claims George MacDonald as an influence, while Burnett clearly borrows her description of the endless unused rooms in Misselthwaite Manor in *The Secret Garden* from MacDonald’s descriptions of the Princess’s house in *The Princess and the Goblin*, while Tolkien clearly bases Bilbo’s hobbit hole in *The Hobbit* on Grahame’s description of Badger’s hole, and while these older authors obviously influence more recent writers, Grahame seems strangely removed from any influences by the children’s authors he could have drawn from: Lewis Carroll, Edith Nesbit and his fellow Scotsman, George MacDonald, amongst others. In his *Wind in The Willows*, the reader gets a strong sense of Grahame’s almost wistful love of the English countryside, filtered through a double filter of strictly adult influences: eighteenth-century Romanticism and nineteenth-century neo-paganism.

Neo-paganism, extolled and promoted by intellectuals such as Walter Pater, was a way out for the young person with spiritual tendencies who could no longer accept the seemingly outdated and certainly bowdlerized Christianity presented through either the Anglican or the Calvinist traditions. Grahame himself was thoroughly disenchanted by the strict and loveless Calvinism under which he had suffered as a child, later referring to it as “Scotch-Calvinist-devil worship” (in Green, 1957, p. 137). By the time of his writing the *Pagan Papers* (1893), he showed a strong sympathy for the neo-pagans embraced by many of the young intellectuals of his time.

Two elements seem to have been central to neo-paganism: a reverence for the Greek demi-god Pan and a pantheistic view of the universe (Green, 1957, p p. 140ff). The concept of pantheism was fairly unified. A concept of wholeness, with all things within the natural universe being seen as holy and imbued with the god and all things as part of the god, seems to have been the primary idea for many of the young, nineteenth-century pantheists. However, the role of Pan was seen in quite varied ways:

> For some he incarnated terror and cruelty, the rejected forces of nature taking their revenge . . .
> More often his sexual attributes are emphasized, the fierce unrestrained lechery free of all human conventions . . . [There is] a third aspect of Pan which the neo-pagans emphasized: his role as protector and healer of herds and country folk . . . this is the Pan on whom Grahame largely founded his own variant.

(Green, 1957, pp. 141-42)

Pan appears early in Grahame’s writings, in fact in the *Pagan Papers*, his first book of essays, many of which extol the beauties of the countryside and the desirability of a simple, rural life. These themes are to appear again and again in Grahame’s writings, but nowhere as completely or coherently as in that portrait of idyllic country life, *The Wind in The Willows* (1908). In this novel, Grahame’s only novel, Pan will become central to the natural mysticism expressed in the seventh chapter, “The Piper at The Gates of Dawn.”

Pan, as part man and part animal, seems to signify that marriage of humanity and the natural world espoused by the pantheists of Grahame’s time and so soundly rejected by the established Church. The Church, set as it was on the concept of a spiritual hierarchy with the animals and plants underneath humanity and therefore in subjection to it, had dominated western thought for centuries. This idea of subjection had led to a sense of superiority over nature and a belief in humanity’s right to exploit nature in whatever way it wished. To those for whom nature was a source of solace, even enlightenment, and certainly pleasure, this position was untenable. The basis, then, of their pantheism is the oneness of creation – man as a natural force, differing in no essential way from plants and animals.
Thus throughout the novel, nature is extolled. In fact, frequently throughout the novel such natural objects as the river and the moon are personified, acting as conscious beings and therefore part of the holistic vision of nature.
presented here. However, Grahame is not so idealistic or simple-minded to believe that nature itself is always idyllic or safe. Moly’s adventure in the Wild Wood indicates that, as does the take-over of Toad Hall by the weasels and stoats. Despite whatever satirical and social comments Grahame is making through these passages, he is also letting the reader know that nature is not the same thing as paradise. However, there is hope and balance and beauty shown in this novel through the “natural” animals that is quickly eroded in the Toad chapters, where police and prisons and hunger and danger proliferate at every turn.

In this novel, then, the human world is shown clearly to be a place where all real values have been replaced by the artificial values of the technological era. “Humanity” is rarely expressed amongst people; it remains for the animals to show true humanity and community. Grahame clearly believed that people have lost their sense of having an important and unique part to play in the wholeness that is the natural world, and the universe itself. By losing touch with their natural roots, they have lost touch with their true being and purpose, and therefore are spiritually adrift. The animals, however, are not. In Willows, their lives are full of purpose and meaning. They are fulfilled by simple things like the joys of a summer’s evening, the warmth of a good fire on a cold day, the pleasures of food and companionship after an excursion or adventure. They do not require much but give a great deal. The discontented and bad-tempered bargewoman, the grasping, shifty gypsy, the warders at the prison all seem to be lacking in some fundamental way that the animals are not. Toad is presented negatively, not because his desire for adventure is bad, but because he cannot be content with what he has. He needs more and more things, and even when he has them, he is not truly content. His desires are excessive and therefore insatiable. In this way he represents the human adult who can never get enough of material things, who is never satisfied. The animals are more like children: easily satisfied and yet fulfilled in a way the human adults can never be.

Therefore the “Piper at The Gates of Dawn” chapter flows directly and consistently out of the vision that Grahame is presenting in this novel. At the beginning of the chapter, in an act of deep kindness and friendship, Ratty and Moly spend the night searching for young Portly, Otter’s son, who has been missing for several days. Fearing the worst, they none the less search by moonlight both the river and its banks for any sign of the missing youngster. This act of kindness and friendship, Ratty and Moly present throughout the rest of the novel.

Because of their kindness and harmony with their world, they have heard the call of the pipes that lead them to the god and the baby otter he is protecting. Because they answer that call, they see the god. “Transcendence of self and of the moment permits . . . the intensest consciousness of the immanent divine” (Gillin, 1988, p. 173). And because of the innate preciousness of their being, they are caused to forget.

Lest the awful remembrance should remain and grow, and overshadow mirth and pleasure, and the great haunting memory should spoil all the after-lives of little animals helped out of difficulties, in order that they should be happy and light hearted as before.

(Grahame, 1908, p. 127)

Here we have a natural order that, in its naturalness, allows the presence and action of the god and yet is made to forget its vision of the god so that it can remain truly itself.

In this view that Grahame is presenting, then, the being of each person is infinitely precious, and must remain truly itself to be able to participate fully in natural life. There is an awesome transcendency described in this chapter, yet that transcendency does not irrevocably alter the lives of those whom it touches. It aids, it touches, it moves on, leaving their lives fundamentally unchanged so that they can explore and develop themselves rather than becoming lost in the god, or in their experience of him. Surely this is the ultimate view of natural mysticism — a mysticism that in fact encourages only more naturalness, changing nothing of the essential nature of those it touches. This presentation of natural mysticism ties directly in with Grahame’s view of nature as presented throughout the rest of the novel.

Yet, for all that, it is none-the-less a truly mystical experience that Ratty and Moly have. Through the agency of the god, and their own receptivity, they come face to face with the Friend and Helper. Through the power of his music they see the world through different eyes, colours and scents heightened, all of nature revealed in its true splendour.

On either side of them, as they glided onwards, the rich meadow-grass seemed that morning of a freshness and a greenness unsurpassable. Never had they noticed the roses so vivid, the willow-herb so riotous, the meadow-sweet so odorous and pervading.

(Grahame, 1908, p., 125)

This vision is not one of imposed order, or of something beyond what is really there. It does not transcend their time and place. Rather, it reveals that place in its true glory,
making plain the beauty inherent within each plant and flower they pass. The music and Pan himself, of course, are quite transcendent of the time and place. But what is revealed to the animals, and in them, is simply the deepest truths of the being of each. Ratty is revealed in this chapter truly as the poet he is. He is the first to hear the music; he is the one who hears the words in reeds that hold the last of the mystical melody. Moly is revealed as the deeply caring and intuitive creature that he is, as he is the first to decide they should seek for Portly and he feels the sadness of loss the longest after Pan has gone. Moly is the one to row them home, after Ratty falls asleep, exhausted from the experience they have had. Mole moves into a depth of character here that he has not revealed before, but which stays with him the chapters that follow. This movement is not a change so much as a release of what was already latent in him, glimpsed only occasionally in earlier chapters. Also during the chapter the comfortable and familiar diminutives, Ratty and Moly, are dropped for the more mature-sounding Rat and Mole, signifying that their truest and most essential selves have been touched through this experience of the god.

This mysticism is deeply spiritual but is completely natural, also. It reveals and augments what is already there in those who experience it. It does not alter them or demand of them. It simply reveals a greater reality both within the world at large and within them in particular.

This vision, then, is truly Romantic, truly pantheistic. The life they lead throughout the rest of the novel is, in some ways, a reflection of the essential harmony they have with the rest of their world, a harmony that exhibits the presence of the god in and of itself. Much has been made of this chapter as anachronistic in the context of the larger work: it is well-known that Grahame added this chapter and “Wayfarers All” to the book after he had written and compiled the rest. However, it seems that this chapter, rather than being an “addition,” an “afterthought,” is actually a coalescing, a summing up of the spiritual principles of natural harmony that inform all the other chapters. These principles permeate the whole book. The division between the Ratty and Moly chapters on the one hand and the Toad chapters on the other simply revolves round the fact that the former two animals live primarily within those principles while Toad, like most human beings, revolts against or, at the very best, ignores those principles. Thus in putting in the “Piper at The Gates of Dawn” chapter, Grahame has simply made explicit, in a passage of unparalleled beauty, his spiritual vision of the universe.
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